The aim of the AMAP (Association for the
Preservation of Rural Farming) is to reexplore and appreciate seasonal products,
all while challenging standardized
consumption habits.

Unique dishes using regional and
seasonal products from the Olivades
AMAP farm.
The "Homemade" logo on our
restaurant menus will allow you to
identify the dishes prepared and cooked
on site, from these local ingredients.

Approved by Gault and Millau, the team of
tasters evaluated our cuisine, the
atmosphere and their overall experience,
earning us 2 “Toques” ratings from the
Gault & Millau Guide.

Innovative and passionate, Chef Guillaume
Maurice insists on respect for local
products and top quality and taste as part
of his shared commitment with AMAP
producers (Association for the
Preservation of Rural Farming).

Purezza is an alternative solution to conventional drinking water.

neither mineral water nor tap water: high quality table water
microfiltration technology,
more economical and eco-friendly than bottled mineral water
served still or sparkling at the customer's request,
Purezza is also fresher, more neutral-tasting, healthier and more
sparkling than ordinary water!

Green Key Label: The leading international environmental eco-label
for tourist accommodation in France.
The Green Key logo shows our respect for resources, territory and people,
as well as the pleasure of providing responsible tourism in all our
accommodation, and at the same prices, naturally.

Weather station on the golf
course to optimize watering
according to the humidity
rate: decrease of 50% in
watering in one year.
Development of the golf
course to conserve
rainwater in water storage
ponds in winter and thus
allow the use of this water
in the sunnier season.

Equipment from sustainable
sources (e.g. sustainable
forest wood)
Energy-efficient equipment
(in-room air conditioning
upgraded in 2013)
Long-lasting light bulbs in all
hotel rooms and common
areas
Presence detector in corridors
for lighting
Non-toxic paint

Waste recycling program
Minimizing lighting use
Minimal use of photocopies
Invoices and contracts
scanned and sent by email
Use of glass and china
tableware for in-room coffee
service
Use of glass bottles and
glassware in restaurants and
meeting rooms (no plastic)

Separate hot and cold
water supply system
Opportunity for customers
to calculate their carbon
balance and offset carbon
footprint
“Eco-Shuttle" service:
optimization of transfers
by grouping guests
together in shuttles from
the airport or train station
to the hotel

